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Oracle VTS 7.0 Patch Set 14 Software Release Notes

These sections describe new features and issues related to Oracle VTS 7.0, Patch Set 14 software:

■ “Late-Breaking Information” on page 1
■ “Known Issues” on page 2
■ “Documentation, Feedback and Support” on page 3

Late-Breaking Information

Patch Set 14 Changes

The software, screens and documentation now reflect the Oracle VTS product name. However, some directories, tests and scripts might retain the SunVTS name.

Documentation Changes

■ A section on session files is added which explains the two types session files available.
■ Added two new configuration parameters now supported by Oracle VTS.

Note – This is a summary of some changes to the Oracle VTS 7.0 User Guide for Patch Set 8 and Subsequent Compatible Releases. This is not a complete list of all changes.
Known Issues

This section describes the known issue.

Graphics Test Takes More Than Two Hours to Complete One Pass in Component Stress Mode (CR 7168121)

Graphics test takes more than 2 hours to complete one pass in Component Stress mode, which is supposed to take not more than 10 minutes. The loops specified, F=100 and B=75, in the profile file is too high to complete in a short time.

Hence, Graphics test needs to be tuned in such a manner that the tests does not run more than 10 minutes in all stress levels.

Workaround:

None.

Excessive Passes From Graphics Test Making sunvts.info Hard to View (CR 7056206)

Graphics test takes more than 2 hours to complete one pass in Component Stress mode, which is supposed to take not more than 10 minutes. The loops specified, F=100 and B=75, in the profile file is too high to complete in a short time.

Hence, Graphics test needs to be tuned in such a manner that the tests does not run more than 10 minutes in all stress levels.

Workaround:

None.
Documentation, Feedback and Support

For the latest versions of all of Oracle VTS documents, go to:


These web sites provide additional resources:

■ Support https://support.oracle.com
■ Training https://education.oracle.com